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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  

 

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Industrial Production (9:15am) 

JOLTS (10:00am) 

Consumer Sentiment (10:00am) 

Major Companies Reporting Earnings Tomorrow... 

General Electric (GE) and Honeywell (HON) 
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

We'll start with a quote from last night's report to set the stage for today: 

While our planning has been absolutely correct the last two sessions, we need to add a 

little bullish caution into our analysis for Thursday and Friday.  That's because POSITIVE 

momentum divergences (and TICK) are developing into the 1,980 @ES level AND we've 

seen price "have difficulty" going down.  When price "should" go down but has difficulty 

doing so, it usually means that buyers are otherwise stronger than they may seem.   

This again sets the stage for a POSSIBLE BULLISH RALLY tomorrow so be 

ready to play it if so. 

Make that THREE days in a row we've been absolutely correct in our strategy and planning 

from the reports!  Of course, planning is very important (as is getting the plan correct) but 

what's more important is actually trading the real-time trades that set-up during the day 

according to our plan - be it the DOMINANT thesis like today or else the alternate thesis like 

other days. 

We expected a bullish bounce up off support with clear multi-factor positive divergences and 

that's precisely what occurred.  The first trade was a simple pullback/retracement up away 

from the $200 area on a bull flag. 

Price retraced a little steeper than expected, but regained strength mid-day on the break back 

above the 50 EMA.  A breakout trade triggered either on the return (aggressive) or on the 

breakout above the session (and swing) high near $201.00.  This breakout is what set in 

motion the short-squeeze as bears rapidly became buyers... and buyers became more 

aggressive. 

Price traded straight up higher on a trend-day style environment which kept our focus on the 

1-min chart for trading the small retracements as the market melted higher and higher.   Note 

the many smaller pullbacks that developed - pullbacks that weren't really evident or valid to 

trade on the 5-min chart. 

In powerful trends like this, you either stay out of the market if you don't feel comfortable, or 

you trade small pullbacks that develop on the 1-min chart.  If you short-sell the market, expect 

to lose money because you will and your stop-losses will help generate profits into those 

traders who are boldly - and correctly - trading with a powerful trend. 
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October 12 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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October 12 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

Stocks started strong (as expected from the divergences) on a gap and finished even stronger 

as a short-squeeze intervention propelled the stock market to new highs. 

Gold initially fell, strengthened, then fell into the close into the resistance shy of the full 

$1,200 target as more negative divergences extended. 

Oil - unlike stocks - started weak this morning and then recovered on its own set of positive 

divergences ahead of an "ABC" upside rally to close near $47.00. 

Finally the US Dollar Index build a snap-back rally up off its positive momentum divergences 

yet the downtrend still continues for the moment. 
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Here's a bonus chart from FinViz.com which shows the performance - by sector - of the 500 

stocks in the S&P 500.  On today's "surprise short-squeeze bullish" session, money flowed into 

every single sector while only a handful of stocks declined today (Wal-Mart declined again).   

It should be abundantly clear that on strong bullish (money flow) sessions, focus your 

attention ONLY on buying swing and intraday trades - you place yourself squarely against the 

odds if you're trying to short-sell ANYTHING at ANY TIME during these powerful trend-style 

sessions. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

We were correct to switch to a BULLISH stance last night as price DID build a strong gap and 

rally today up off the 1,980 level from our ongoing POSITIVE DIVERGENCE situation.  Price now 

trades into new highs which could be a catalyst for a short-squeeze intervention that propels 

the market even higher.  We're BULLISH ONLY above 2,020 @ES and otherwise cautious - see 

the Daily Chart for swing-style targeting. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Price did what we expected which was build a rally off the 2,000 support-confluence pivot 

AND lower timeframe positive divergences.  We're now "BREAKOUT BULLISH" if price can hold 

above 2,020 which is our target for today and key pivot.  We're SHORT-SQUEEZE BULLISH 

above 2,020 to target the underside of the falling 200 day SMA into 2,060. 

At this point, the alternate thesis would be the bearish retracement down away from 2,020 

toward 2,000 again (erasing/retracing away today's gains). 


